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-Journalist: My question regards the vote today. Was it unanimous and, if not, what does it 

mean? Thank you. 

-Mario Draghi: Well, it was not unanimous. There was one dissenting view. We do not 

disclose the details of our work. It is up to you to guess. 

European Central Bank Press Conference, 6 September 2012. 

1. Introduction 

Like most other central banks, the European Central Bank (ECB) sets monetary policy in the 

European Monetary Union (EMU) based on decisions made by a monetary policy committee. 

Decisions in the ECB are made by the Governing Council, which consists of the central bank 

governors of member countries, who are appointed by their respective governments, and the 

six members of the ECB’s Executive Board, who are appointed by the European Council. 

As with any committee, individual members of the Governing Council may disagree 

on monetary policy decisions. The committee members may have different information about 

the state of the economy, employ different economic models, and come from different 
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personal backgrounds, resulting in different views about appropriate adequate policy. For 

instance, Gerlach-Kristen (2003), Spencer (2006), Bhattacharjee and Holly (2006), and 

Besley et al. (2008) show that different personal backgrounds have an effect on the positions 

taken by members of the Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank of England. 

Most of all, in a federally organised central bank like the ECB preferred policy choices 

of Governing Council members may differ because they represent different countries, with 

different business cycles and different economic problems (Berger and de Haan, 2002). 

Similar differences have been documented for the Federal Reserve Bank’s (Fed) Federal 

Open Market Committee (FOMC) by Gildea (1992), Meade and Sheets (2005), and Chappell 

et al. (2008). Gildea (1992) finds that unemployment rates in the regions represented by the 

Fed presidents help predict their votes in the FOMC. Meade and Sheets (2005) reach similar 

conclusions, not just for regional Fed presidents but also for members of the Board of 

Governors, who are supposed to represent only federal interests. It appears likely that regional 

interests will play a role in a monetary union such as the EMU, which is relatively new and 

consists of largely autonomous states. 

Yet, the ECB’s Governing Council had never openly acknowledged such 

disagreements before 6 September 2012. On the contrary, it had officially always reached 

decisions by consensus (see ECB press statements). Nevertheless, voting is explicitly 

envisaged in Article 10.2 of the statutes of the European System of Central Banks and of the 

European Central Bank. To cope with the forthcoming enlargement of the union and the 

ensuing increased size of the Governing Council, a new rotation principle designed to replace 

simple majority voting was developed in 2003 and ratified by EMU member countries in 

2004. Originally, this principle was to be put into practice when the EMU increased to 15 

members. Interestingly, even before this 15-member threshold was met, the rotation principle 

was amended (in 2009) and is now specified to come into force when the number of EMU 

member countries reaches 18. Thus, there appears to be a certain reluctance to abandon the 

one-country–one-vote principle, suggesting that member countries fear that monetary policy 

may be less fitting to their needs when they can no longer cast a vote. In spite of these 

considerations, the official position of the ECB is that the members of the council have never 

resorted to voting to make a decision. However, if consensus is indeed the only way decisions 

are made, voting rules would be irrelevant—and there would be no need to change them. 

Also, it seems a bit doubtful that the Governing Council can avoid voting, considering that so 
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many other monetary policy committees (MPCs) do: Fry et al. (2000) state that 36 out of the 

88 central banks in their sample use formal voting in making decisions. 

Additional doubt is raised by the fact that unlike other central banks, the ECB does not 

publish minutes of Governing Council meetings. Thus, disagreements, if any, are hidden 

behind a diplomatic veil. It is thus impossible for outsiders to observe disagreements among 

Governing Council members, or how such likely disagreements are overcome. In fact, the 

ECB does not even reveal the actual decision mechanism that it uses to reach decisions. 

Nevertheless, a large body of theoretical contributions emphasises the importance of 

the decision rule used by monetary policy committees because the chosen decision rule 

determines the extent to which asymmetric national characteristics are considered in federal 

monetary policy. Some contributions consider differences in preferences, in the structure of 

member economies, or in shocks. For instance, Alesina and Grilli (1992), Montoro (2007), 

and Riboni and Ruge-Murcia (2010) focus on differences in inflation aversion among 

committee members. Aksoy et al. (2002), Hefeker (2003), and Arnold (2006) emphasise 

structural differences across countries. Others, such as von Hagen and Süppel (1994), Gros 

and Hefeker (2002), Grüner and Kiel (2004), Matsen and Røisland (2005), Fatum (2006), and 

Farvaque et al. (2009), look at differences in shocks across member countries. The common 

message of these papers is that decision rules in MPCs matter, especially in a federal 

monetary union. 

However, our knowledge of the actual decision-making mechanisms used by the ECB 

lags far behind the sophistication of theoretical contributions. As no information is published 

about Governing Council debates, its decisions are analysed from an aggregate, namely, 

federal, point of view. Accordingly, most researchers study the ECB’s monetary policy by 

estimating interest-rate reaction functions or Taylor rules, relating the economic situation of 

the euro area to observed interest rates. A number of studies estimate such an aggregate 

reaction function for the euro area (Gerlach and Schnabel, 2000, Mihov, 2001, Doménech et 

al., 2002, Fourçans and Vranceanu, 2004, Gerdesmeier and Roffia, 2004, Clausen and Hayo, 

2005, Hayo and Hofmann, 2006, Gerlach, 2007). These studies differ substantially in terms of 

theoretical assumptions, empirical implementation, and, perhaps unsurprisingly, results. 

Riboni and Ruge-Murcia (2010) adopt a slightly different perspective by also studying 

the aggregate evolution of interest rates set by five central banks, including the ECB, but their 

aim is to determine the decision rule they use. They report that the consensus model, i.e., 

where no member has proposal power and a ‘super-majority’ is required for a policy change, 
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fits actual policy decisions better than the alternative models. A major drawback of Riboni 

and Ruge-Murcia’s (2010) approach is that they do not describe the institutional details of 

decision making in the euro area. First, they overlook the evolution of the Governing Council 

and do not adjust its size after Greece joined. Second, and even more importantly, their 

approach does not take into account the federal nature of the ECB. In Riboni and Ruge-

Murcia’s (2010) setting, members of the monetary policy committee disagree because their 

relative weights on inflation and output differ, but they all base their decisions on the euro 

area’s aggregate evolution, without any specific consideration of their home country’s 

economic situation. 

Some contributions consider the connection between national interests and ECB 

policy, generally with a focus on whether the ECB looks at aggregate euro area only, or may 

also cater to the needs of particular countries. Heinemann and Huefner (2004) find that 

regional divergences help explain ECB interest-rate decisions, which suggests that the 

Governing Council does not look only at aggregate data. Other studies find similar evidence 

and suggest that the ECB places a disproportionately high weight on economic conditions in 

the bigger EMU member countries, particularly France and Germany (von Hagen and 

Brückner, 2003, Kool, 2006). In contrast to these findings, which are based on data from the 

early phase of EMU, Sturm and Wollmershäuser (2008) report that economic conditions in 

small member countries receive more than proportional weights in actual ECB monetary 

policy decisions. Sousa (2009) assumes that national representatives on the Governing 

Council take into account national perspectives when they vote on interest-rate decisions, and 

discovers evidence that voting coalitions are likely. He argues, however, that the current 

strong strategic position of the Executive Board is sufficient to prevent such coalitions from 

actually having any effect on monetary policy. Bénassy-Quéré and Turkish (2009) consider 

the aggregation of national interests within the Governing Council. They estimate the 

counterfactual optimal interest rates that would be set by member countries under autonomous 

monetary policy using a priori postulated national Taylor rules to simulate the ECB’s 

interest-rate path implied by its new rotating decision-making system. However, they cannot 

compare simulated interest rates to actual ones because their study is a simulation of a 

mechanism that, so far, has not been implemented. Therefore, their analysis does not tell us 

anything about the status quo of decision making in the Governing Council but instead 

analyses what its policy would look like if the ECB used the rotation system. Finally, Cancelo 

et al. (2011) use a similar methodology and distinguish between different types of 
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preferences, but consider only a limited set of decision rules and model selection criteria. 

They find empirical evidence that domestic economic developments seem to affect ECB 

interest rate setting and that some EMU member countries exert agenda setting power. 

Building on this literature, our paper attempts to infer the ECB’s actual decision-

making mechanism from its past decisions. In terms of research question and methodology, 

our paper is closest to the study by Cancelo et al. (2011). The idea is to estimate national 

Taylor rules using historical data so as to produce counterfactual national interest-rate paths 

and an interest-rate path that would be followed by a policymaker concerned only with the 

euro area. These counterfactual interest-rate paths are then aggregated using different decision 

procedures and various assumptions as to preferences of members of the Governing Council 

to produce hypothetical interest rates that can be compared to the historical interest rates set 

by the Governing Council. We consider four important decision procedures: (i) full chairman 

dominance, (ii) one man, one vote, (iii) several versions of bargaining, and (iv) the agenda-

setting power of the president, under different assumptions about the behaviour of Executive 

Board members. Table A1 in the Appendix contains nationalities and identities of the 

Executive Board members. 

We also consider two alternative types of preferences of the members of the 

Governing Council: (i) ‘federal’ preferences, whereby council members seek to implement 

policies that best suit the euro area as a whole, (ii) ‘national’ preferences, if they seek to 

implement policies that best suit their country of origin. By comparing the fit of hypothetical 

interest rates to observed ones, we can determine the decision rule that best describes the 

ECB’s decisions. 

We focus on the period from January 1999 to December 2006, as it allows testing the 

capacity of each scenario to reproduce not only periods of stability of the interest rate, such as 

2003–2005, but also sudden policy reversals, such as the change from a series of interest rate 

increases to a succession of interest rate cuts in 2001. Considering shorter sample periods 

would not appropriately test the scenarios’ ability to replicate times of increasing and 

decreasing interest rates. The chosen period weighs both about equally. Our sample period 

ends before the onset of the financial crisis, as arguably this has a notable impact on the way 

monetary policy decisions are taken. Moreover, Taylor rules are designed to capture interest 

rate making during ‘normal’ times and not in crises periods. During our period of study, the 

number of member countries increased from eleven to twelve, after Greece joined EMU in 

January 2001. 
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We contribute to the literature on monetary policy committees by testing whether de 

jure decision rules are applied de facto, as we test the official one-man–one-vote rule found in 

the ECB’s statutes. Moreover, our results contribute to our knowledge of monetary 

policymaking in a monetary union. By testing whether members of the Governing Council 

pursue national or federal objectives, we check the validity of the assumption made in the 

theoretical literature on decision rules in monetary unions that governors act as 

representatives of their country’s interest. Grüner (1999) showed that the welfare effect of 

monetary integration depended on the federal or national orientation of central bankers. 

Moreover, we assess the extent to which the provision of the Maastricht Treaty mandating 

that members of the Governing Council set monetary policy designed for the needs of the 

euro area as a whole is implemented in practice. This bears on the theory of policy making in 

the European Union in particular, and, more generally, has implications for analysing policy 

decisions in federations and in international organisations. In addition, our results help assess 

the extent to which the ECB is able to socialise the members of the Governing Council with 

respect to a European perspective.1 

Finally, we also contribute to the policy debate on the nationality of Governing 

Council members of the ECB, which recently came back to the fore with the appointment of 

Mario Draghi instead of Axel Weber as president of the ECB. If members of the Governing 

Council pursued strictly federal objectives, then their nationality would be irrelevant. 

Our results show that of all the scenarios we consider, the best-performing is the one 

in which individual members follow national objectives, bargain over the interest rate, and 

their weights in the negotiation are based on their country’s share of the zone’s GDP. 

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The next section describes the 

econometric strategy used to produce counterfactual national interest rates, and the various 

decision rules applied to aggregate national rates. The third section contains a discussion of 

decision rules and scenarios; the fourth section describes our empirical results. The last 

section concludes. 

2. Reaction functions 

It is now common to operationalise monetary policy actions using the short-term interest rate. 

This variable is both easy to obtain and perceived to be the main policy instrument of central 

banks (Borio, 1997). Taylor’s (1993) attempt to describe interest-rate setting in terms of a 

                                                           
1 For a definition and discussion of socialisation in European institutions, see Checkel (2005). 
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monetary policy reaction function has been widely adopted. In a ‘Taylor rule’, the short-term 

nominal interest rate, representing the central bank’s monetary policy instrument, responds to 

deviations in inflation and output from their target levels. The first step in our analysis is the 

construction of counterfactual Taylor rules for the EMU member countries. The central 

bank’s target level for short-term nominal interest rates is modelled as a function of the 

deviation of current output from its trend and of the expected deviation of inflation from its 

(constant) target: 

iT
t = r* + π*+ β (πt+k − π*) + γ yt        (1) 

with iT denoting the target nominal interest rate, r* the long-run real interest rate, y the output 

gap, π the inflation rate, π* the target inflation rate, β the inflation weight in the target interest 

rate, γ the output weight in the target interest rate, and k the number of periods policymakers 

look ahead. 

By estimating historical Taylor rules, we determine the relative weights of inflation 

and the output gap in each country’s reaction function, and implicitly assume that those 

weights are constant over time. However, we allow those parameters to vary across countries 

so that different countries may weigh the two objectives differently. 

It is well known that empirical Taylor rule estimates tend to be sensitive to differences 

in specification and sampling. Therefore, instead of relying on just one particular study, we 

take an arithmetic average over three reasonable specifications of the Taylor rule. In terms of 

empirical Taylor rule estimates, we use two comparative studies by Eleftheriou et al. (2006) 

and Hayo (2007) that cover the EMU countries and apply a comparable methodology across 

countries. In Hayo (2007), all national Taylor rules are estimated with a one-year forward-

looking horizon for the inflation rate; Eleftheriou et al. (2006) maximise the fit of the Taylor 

rule to the actual interest-rate series.2 As a third type of Taylor rule, we apply Taylor’s (1993) 

original rule, which has become a sort of benchmark in the literature. The one-year forward-

looking reaction function for the euro area as a whole is taken from Hayo and 

Hofmann (2006). 

Given that we are constructing a counterfactual situation, we cannot be sure that the 

national Taylor rule coefficients from the pre-EMU phase are still relevant today. At the same 

                                                           
2 Eleftheriou et al. (2006) estimate Taylor rules for the period 1993 to 1998, whereas Hayo (2007) investigates 

data from 1979 to 1998. In both studies, general method of moments (GMM) estimators are applied to monthly 

national series. Hayo (2007) does not provide estimates on Greece, so that the average is based on only two 

Taylor rules. 
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time, it is not obvious that we should expect to see changes. Note that, in principle, Taylor 

rule coefficients reflect three influences: monetary policy preferences, economic structures 

and shocks. Inasmuch as monetary policy preferences are primarily determined by social 

processes, it is unlikely that these will change quickly over time (Hayo 1998, Vaubel 2003). 

With regard to economic structures, the extant literature (e.g. Mihov 2001, Peersman 2004, 

Hayo and Clausen 2005) does not find evidence that there is a structural break in European 

economies after the changeover to EMU. Finally, it is not obvious that the nature of shocks 

has changed, as our sample stops before the outbreak of the financial crisis. 

We have to address changes in the real rate of interest, however, as the national Taylor 

rules contain estimated constant terms (α) that deviate substantially from the one estimated for 

the ECB Taylor rule in Hayo and Hofmann (2006). Thus, it is necessary to take into account 

long-run real interest rates observed in the euro area and to adjust the target nominal interest 

rate accordingly. From Equation (1) it follows that the constant α of the target interest rate is: 

 α = r* + (1 − β) π*         (2) 

To compensate for changes over time, we derive the implied long-run real interest rate 

by rearranging Equation (2) and replacing the national estimates of the long-run interest rates 

obtained from Eleftheriou et al. (2006) and Hayo (2007) with value estimated for the EMU 

period: 

 r* = α − (1 − β) π*         (3) 

In the analysis below, we use counterfactual national target-rate series based on the 

long-run coefficients β, γ, and adjusted α, and then construct simple arithmetic averages. 

Table A2 in the Appendix contains detailed information on the underlying national Taylor 

rules. 

We interpret the final series as indicators of how national interest rates would have 

been set in the absence of the EMU. Figure A1 in the Appendix shows these counterfactual 

interest-rate paths for each country together with the Eonia series.3 

                                                           
3 In general, our simulated interest rate paths tend to be above the EONIA. This finding is also true for the euro 

area rule estimated by Hayo and Hofmann (2006), which would have predicted higher European interest rates. 

This may be the European version of what Taylor (2009) criticised as a deviation of actual monetary policy from 

some sort of interest rate rule, leading to worldwide excess liquidity.  
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3. Decision rules and scenarios 

We consider five types of decision rules, each of which can be adapted to various institutional 

settings: consensus, voting, bargaining, full chairman dominance, and voting with a chairman. 

In various scenarios, we apply these decision rules to particular sets of objectives. Such 

objectives will be referred to as ‘federal’ if council members seek to implement monetary 

policies that best suit the euro area as a whole, and as ‘national’ if they seek to implement 

policies that are optimal for their country of origin. 

These assumptions deserve a comment. In line with the economic literature, we follow 

the rational choice method and assume that members of the Governing Council have clear 

objectives, interact in an environment with well-defined rules, and value actions only to the 

extent that they affect outcomes. In doing so, we overlook the possibility of decision making 

through deliberation. Following Habermas’s (1981) theory of communicative action, 

Risse (2000) defines deliberation as a collective communication process of truth seeking to 

reach a consensus about ‘validity claims’.4 Applying this approach to international relations, 

Risse (2000) views actors as developing a ‘common lifeworld’. Within such a common 

lifeworld, which includes the rules of the game and the relevant information set, they attempt 

to find a consensus-based solution for a commonly perceived problem. As Risse puts it (2000, 

p. 12), ‘Communication in truth-seeking discourses oriented toward reaching a reasoned 

consensus is not motivated by the players’ desire to realize their individual preferences.’ 

Thus, the best way to distinguish deliberation from strategic action is the group’s ability to 

challenge individual validity claims. A deliberative context therefore involves actors actively 

attempting to persuade and convince one another and potentially willing to adjust their 

individual preferences following a convincing discourse. 

Does deliberation play an important role in the decision making process of the ECB 

Governing Council? Risse (2000) lists a series of conditions for deliberation to work in an 

international context. Some of these conditions, such as a high degree of institutionalisation, 

are clearly met in the case of the Governing Council. Other conditions may be also be 

fulfilled, but less clearly so, for instance a high degree of uncertainty. Although monetary 

policy has to cope with a fair amount of uncertainty, both the ECB and the national central 

banks employ large teams of experts who thoroughly analyse more or less all available data. 

Risse (2000) also points out that deliberation is more likely in the absence of asymmetrical 

power relations. De jure, national governors are equals. De facto, their influence could be 
                                                           
4 We thank an anonymous referee for pointing out this possibility and the relevant references. 
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strongly affected by the economic power of their home country. Moreover, the position of the 

members of the Executive Board in the Governing Council is likely different. Their 

appointment requires the approval of both the European Council and the European 

Parliament, whereas national governors are appointed solely by national governments. 

Finally, Risse (2000, p.21) notes that Habermas’s view of communicative action mainly 

applies to public debates in modern democracies and ‘not so much behind closed doors’, 

which is the practice of the ECB. 

In any case, we cannot rule out the possibility that deliberation occurs within the 

Governing Council. For instance, one could view the theoretical literature describing the 

behaviour of monetary policy committees when members hold different sets of information 

(see Grüner and Kiel 2004), as an attempt to formally model the process of reaching a 

‘common lifeworld’. Unfortunately, we have no way of determining the information available 

to the Governing Council members before they meet. Instead, all the scenarios described 

below assume that members of the Governing Council seek to set interest rates that best suit 

the perceived interests of their home countries. As a result, the models presented in this paper 

cannot distinguish between strategic and deliberative interactions.  

3.1. Voting 

According to Article 105 of the Constitution of the European System of Central Banks and of 

the European Central Bank, voting is the Governing Council’s official decision rule for our 

period of study. Moreover, Article 105 mandates that the same weight be given to each 

member’s vote—the one-man–one-vote rule. How this rule works in a monetary union has 

been investigated frequently since von Hagen and Süppel’s (1994) seminal contribution. 

As the Governing Council’s decision has a single dimension, the median voter 

theorem applies. Accordingly, the interest rate set by the council under voting is the median of 

interest rates favoured by its members.5 

We complement the official voting rule by two institutional settings in which only a 

subset of Governing Council members can vote. In the first scenario, only national governors 

vote, which reflects the intergovernmental design of the European Council. In this scenario, 

the chosen interest rate corresponds to the interest rate preferred by the median governor. In 

                                                           
5 Note that Greece has been a member of the Governing Council only since January 2001, which increased the 

size of the council to 18 members. 
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the second scenario, only members of the Executive Board are allowed to vote; here, the 

chosen interest rate will be the one favoured by the median board member. 

3.2. Consensus 

Consensus is the Governing Council’s official decision-making mechanism. As 

Heisenberg (2005) emphasises, consensus is not equivalent to unanimity. To model it, we 

therefore follow Austen-Smith and Banks (2005, chapter 4) and Riboni and Ruge-

Murcia (2010) in assuming that decisions are made in a two-stage process. In the first stage, 

the Governing Council determines, by a simple majority vote, whether the interest rate should 

be increased or decreased with respect to the status quo. Based on the first-stage decision, the 

council next, based on supermajority, moves the interest rate up or down in a series of votes 

for or against incremental changes in the rate.6 

Based on the national Taylor rules, we arrive at a distribution of preferred interest-rate 

targets j,T
ti , j = 1, ..., 17 (or 18, when Greece is included). Let M

ti denote the median of this 

distribution, and K
ti

−100  (respectively, K
ti ) the 100%−K% (respectively, K%) quantiles of 

this distribution.7 K thereby measures the size of the supermajority needed to reach a 

conclusion. Then, the outcomes are as in Equations (4a) to (4c): 

K
tt ii −= 100   if K

tt ii −
− < 100
1        (4a) 

1−= tt ii   if K
tt

K
t iii ≤≤ −

−
1

100       (4b) 

K
tt ii =   if KM

tt ii +
− >1        (4c) 

The logic behind this is simple: in Equation (4a), the previous interest rate is smaller 

than preferred by more than K% of voting members. Hence, council members will decide to 

raise interest rates until the interest rate KM
ti

−  is reached. Afterward, less than the required 

                                                           
6 Heisenberg (2005) argues that in the European Council, where decisions are usually made by consensus, 

consensus differs from qualified majority, because losers are compensated in some way through political 

‘logrolling’. Such compensations are arguably more difficult to achieve in the Governing Council, because the 

scope of decisions is much more limited, leaving less room for logrolling. The present framework implicitly 

takes into account the argument that in European negotiations consensus is enabled through the possibility of a 

vote in the event of uncompromising national positions. We thank an anonymous referee for pointing out this 

interpretation. 
7 The interested reader will find a formal demonstration of the outcome of the consensus rule in Riboni and 

Ruge-Murcia (2010). 
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supermajority still believes the interest rate is too low; hence, no further increases will be 

made. Equation (4c) is analogous, whereas it is evident that in Equation (4b) the required 

supermajority cannot be reached to either raise or decrease interest rates. 

To apply the consensus rule, one must specify the size of the supermajority required to 

change the interest rate in the second stage of the decision process, that is, the value of K. 

Based on the fact that many countries use a two-thirds majority rule to decide important 

issues, we here assume that two-thirds of the council must support a decision for it to pass. 

This assumption is further supported by Caplin and Nalebuff (1988, 1991), who show that a 

66% majority always avoids cycling on multidimensional decisions. Although the decision 

considered here is unidimensional, in ‘real life’, the Governing Council may have to make 

multidimensional decisions. For instance, when offering variable rate tenders in the main 

refinancing operations of the ECB, both minimum bid rate as well as volume of allocated 

liquidity need to be fixed. In such a case, imposing a 66% majority guarantees that the council 

will be able to make a decision. 

3.3. Bargaining 

We model the outcome of a bargaining process by computing the weighted average of the 

interest rates favoured by individual members of the Governing Council. We consider two 

distributions of bargaining power, corresponding to different weighting mechanisms. In the 

first distribution, all members are given equal weight. In the second, members are weighted 

based on their country’s share of the zone’s GDP.8 One should note that those weighting 

schemes are not tantamount to maximising an aggregate welfare function for the euro area. 

Maximising aggregate euro area welfare would result in averaging national interest rates 

weighted by GDPs. In our approach, reflecting the ECB’s institutional design, the preferred 

interest rates of the countries that are represented in the Executive Board are over-weighted. 

There are also practical differences between bargaining and voting. In the bargaining 

process, each member of the Governing Council accepts that the agreed upon interest rate will 

be different from his/her preferred rate. However, the intensity of member preferences matters 

                                                           
8 In the cases of national Executive Board members, we weigh the optimal interest rate of each Board member 

by the GDP of his/her country of origin. The latter countries’ interest rate weight then receives a double weight. 

In the cases where Executive Board members are assumed federalist, we (i) compute a GDP-weighted average of 

the interest rates of the countries that are represented in the Executive Board, then (ii) compute a GDP-weighted 

average of the interest rates of the euro area member countries, and finally (iii) average the two using a 6/17 and 

11/17 distribution. 
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for the outcome. A governor whose favoured rate is different to the rate preferred by the other 

members will be able to affect the agreed upon compromise. This is different in the case of 

voting, as the median member of the Governing Council can simply impose his/her favourite 

interest rate, and the intensity of the preferences of other members is completely irrelevant. In 

other words, bargaining implies a form of compromise, whereas voting does not.9 

3.4. The president: Full dominance and agenda setting 

The first, and simplest, way to model the role played by the ECB president is to assume that 

he has complete discretion in setting the interest rate. Although simple, this is not completely 

unrealistic; for example, some accounts of Alan Greenspan’s chairmanship at the Fed suggest 

that he was influential enough to almost always impose his view on the FOMC (Gerlach-

Kristen and Meade, 2010). Hence, modelling president full dominance consists in assuming 

that the Governing Council always decides in favour of the chairman’s preferred interest rate. 

Another way to model the president’s role is to follow Montoro (2007), Farvaque et 

al. (2009), and Riboni and Ruge-Murcia (2010), and assume that the ECB president is an 

agenda setter. This assumption is in line with Pollard’s (2003) argument that the role of the 

ECB president is, indeed, to set the agenda. One interpretation of agenda-setting power is to 

assume that the president’s role is to put to a vote a given value of the interest rate. By 

majority vote, the council then chooses between this interest rate and the previous period’s 

interest rate. 

In such an agenda-setting framework, the president announces the interest rate closest 

to the one he favours under the constraint that a majority of the council will vote for it. In 

other words, from the set of interest rates preferred to the status quo by the median voter on 

the council the president puts to the vote the one closest to his own preferences. This 

framework can accommodate both federalist and nationalist preferences, but we can remain 

general at this point. The exact definition of the president’s and other members’ optimal 

interest rates will be specified below for each scenario. 

                                                           
9 Heisenberg (2005) points out that the nature of bargaining in the Governing Council is likely different from the 

nature of bargaining in the European Council. The scope of the decisions to be made is narrower in the former 

than in the latter, which restricts the possibility of trading a concession on one issue for a concession on another 

issue. At best, compensations may be inter-temporal in the Governing Council. This also suggests that the 

process of reaching a consensus in the Governing Council is different to the one used in the European Council. 
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Let P
ti  denote the president’s optimal interest rate, M

ti , the median council member’s 

optimal interest rate, 1−ti  the current interest rate, and ti  the new interest rate. Then the 

outcome of the decision problem will be: 

1−= tt ii   if P
tt

M
t iii ≥≥ −1    or M

tt
P
t iii ≥≥ −1    (5a) 

12 −−= t
M
tt iii  if M

tt
P
t

M
t iiii <≤− −12   or M

tt
P
t

M
t iiii >≥− −12   (5b) 

P
tt ii =   otherwise         (5c) 

In the first case (Equation (5a)), the president’s optimal interest rate and the median 

voter’s optimal interest rate lie on opposite sides of the current interest rate. In such a case, the 

median voter has no incentive to vote for an interest rate that is closer to the president’s 

optimum than the current interest rate. Conversely, the president has no incentive to put to a 

vote an interest rate that is closer to the median member’s optimum than the current interest 

rate. Hence, this configuration preserves the status quo, i.e., the interest rate remains 

unchanged. 

In the second case (Equation (5b)), the previous interest rate is lower than the median 

voter’s optimum but close to it. More precisely, the difference between the previous interest 

rate and the median voter’s favourite interest rate is smaller than the distance between the 

median voter’s interest rate and the chairman’s favourite interest rate. The best the president 

can achieve is to announce the interest rate that makes the median council member indifferent 

between that interest rate and the status quo. This interest rate is equal to the median voter’s 

interest rate plus the difference between the median voter’s interest rate and the previous 

interest rate. 

The third configuration (Equation (5c)) appears when the past interest rate is far 

enough from the median voter’s optimum so that the median member prefers the president’s 

optimal interest rate to the status quo. The chairman is then able to impose his optimal interest 

rate. 

3.5. Objectives 

The ECB’s official stance is that members of the Governing Council should not act as 

national representatives, but work to implement a policy that meets the needs of the euro area 

as a whole. It is at least plausible that members of the Executive Board will, indeed, act in this 

manner because they are appointed following a procedure involving all EMU member 

countries. According to Article 11.2 of the statutes of the European System of Central Banks 
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and of the European Central Bank, members of the Executive Board are appointed by 

‘common accord of the governments of the Member States at the level of the Heads of State 

or Government, on a recommendation from the Council after it has consulted the European 

Parliament and the Governing Council’. Thus, as they are appointed at the EMU level, they 

are presumed to pursue euro-zone-wide objectives. 

However, there is no guarantee that they will. First, they have national backgrounds, 

and may have particular ties with their country of origin. One way to avoid national biases 

would be to employ EMU outsiders as members of the council. Currently, this possibility is 

explicitly ruled out by Article 11.2 of the statutes of the European System of Central Banks 

and of the European Central Bank, which states that ‘only nationals of Member States may be 

members of the Executive Board’.10 Moreover, if regional representatives of the FOMC are 

sensitive to the condition of their home region, as Gildea (1992), Meade and Sheets (2005), 

Chappell et al. (2008), and Hayo and Neuenkirch (2011) report, it is plausible that the same 

applies to members of the ECB’s Governing Council. As governors of national central banks 

are directly appointed by their home government, they are even more likely than members of 

the Executive Board to pursue national objectives. 

What objectives board members actually pursue is an empirical matter. To structure 

our analysis, we assume that the objectives of the Governing Council members are either 

federalist, i.e., their preferred interest rate can be described by a euro area-wide Taylor rule or 

nationalist, i.e., their preferred interest rate can be described by the Taylor rule of their home 

country. Such a binary coding of objectives may seem extreme. For instance, Laffan (2004) 

argues that identity in the European Union is multifaceted due to the interaction between 

nested national identities and cross-cutting European identities. As a result, she contends that 

many EU officials practice ‘double hatting’, namely act as national representatives while also 

responsible to the EU as a whole. Risse-Kappen (2010) makes a similar point, describing 

‘nested’ and ‘marble cake’ identities. Reflecting these considerations, we study the outcome 

of a mixed identity model in Section 5. 

We consider various combinations of the two assumptions about member behaviour 

and determine which one produces the outcome that best fits the observed ECB decisions. We 

do not consider a scenario in which the Executive Board is nationalist while national 

                                                           
10 The names and nationality of the members of the Executive Board are listed in the Appendix. In theory, the 

Executive Board could be a mix of federalist and nationalist members. To save on space, we do not consider that 

possibility here. 
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governors are federalist, as the former are appointed at the federal level and work in 

Frankfurt, while the latter are appointed nationally and work in their home country.11 

That both the governors and the members of the Executive Board follow federal 

objectives cannot be ruled out a priori. This eventuality would result in a systematic 

consensus about setting the interest rate to the level that is optimal for the euro area. 

Accordingly, decision rules would be irrelevant, as all configurations would lead to the same 

policy. We therefore use this scenario, referred to as ‘full federalism’, as our benchmark 

case.12 

When modelling simple voting, we consider that national governors always act as 

representatives of their country of origin. In other words, we assume that they behave as 

nationalists. As regards the Executive Board members, we consider two contrasting scenarios: 

one in which they all act as national representatives and one in which they all embrace a 

federal point of view. 

When voting is restricted to governors, we assume that they are nationalists. When it is 

restricted to the Executive Board, we only consider the possibility that the board is nationalist. 

In both cases, the alternative scenario, that is, where governors or Executive Board members 

are federalist, would simply replicate the interest-rate path determined by the euro-wide 

Taylor rule. 

In bargaining scenarios, we allow board members to be either nationalist or federalist 

for each distribution of bargaining power, whereas governors are assumed to always behave 

nationalistically. 

In the scenario in which the president has full discretion over interest rates, we assume 

that he may be either federalist, which results in the federal rule being implemented, or 

nationalist. In the latter case, the chosen interest rate is the interest rate favoured by the 

Netherlands during Wim Duisenberg’s mandate and the one preferred by France during Jean-

Claude Trichet’s. If the president is assumed to act as an agenda setter, we assume that all 

                                                           
11 The federalist preference is based on the estimated ECB Taylor rule taken from Hayo and Hofmann (2006). 
12 An alternative definition of full federalism would be to weigh national interest rates by GDP, regardless of the 

country of origin of the members of the Governing Council. Gros and Hefeker (2002) argue that such a rule 

could be optimal. We leave this alternative aside, because it would mix positive and normative arguments. Here, 

we are only concerned with providing a positive analysis, which, of course, does not imply that a normative 

analysis would be without merit. 
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governors are nationalists, and let the Executive Board, including the president, behave in 

either a nationalist or federalist manner.13 

We consider 14 alternative scenarios. The next section investigates how well these 

scenarios mimic actual development of the European interest rate. 

4. Findings 

Graphical representations of each scenario together with the evolution of the Eonia can be 

found in the Appendix (Figure A2) over the period January 1999 to December 2006. The 

figures confirm that this sample period is particularly useful, as it features not only periods of 

stability of the interest rate, such as 2003-2005, but also sudden policy reversals, such as the 

change from a series of interest rate increases to a succession of interest rate cuts in 2001. It 

therefore allows testing the capacity of scenarios to replicate periods of interest rate stability 

and periods of policy reversals. Table 1 displays the summary statistics of the interest rates 

produced by each scenario. 

The means of all simulated interest rates are larger than the Eonia average. Moreover, 

the difference is significant at any standard level of confidence. On average, the ECB was 

therefore less hawkish than expected by our counterfactuals. Nevertheless, ordering scenarios 

by decreasing interest-rate averages leads to a fairly consistent ranking. The scenario that 

generates the average interest rate closest to Eonia is the bargaining scenario in which 

governors and board members are all nationalist, and their weight in the negotiations is based 

on their country’s relative GDP size. The two bargaining scenarios in which governors are 

nationalist and the board federalist generate the next closest match of interest rates. The two 

scenarios producing the largest interest rates are the ones where the chairman is nationalist. 

                                                           
13 The distribution of objectives could be considered too restrictive, as a priori it cannot be ruled out that the 

Executive Board and Governing Council may feature alternative mixes of preferences. However, if we allowed 

each one of the eighteen individual members of the Governing Council to be either nationalist or federalist and 

wanted to assess the performance of every possible preference combination, we would have to compare the 

performance of 218 = 262,144 scenarios. 
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Table 1: Summary statistics 

Decision rule Preferences Mean Standard deviation 

Eonia Eonia 2.98 0.91 

Full federalism Federalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.91 0.72 

Chairman dominance Nationalist chairman 
 

4.70 2.37 

One member one vote Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

4.07 1.03 

One member one vote Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.95 0.72 

Restricted: One governor 
one vote 

Nationalist governors 4.05 1.06 

Restricted: One member 
of the board one vote 

Nationalist board 4.07 1.01 

Consensus Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

4.30 0.98 

Consensus Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.86 0.78 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

4.25 1.02 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.83 0.79 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

3.77 0.89 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.83 0.78 

Chairman Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

4.40 1.57 

Chairman Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.92 0.73 

 

In our sample, a scenario’s capacity to reproduce the volatility of the observed interest 

rate is a more discriminatory criterion, as our simulations produce very different standard 

deviations of the interest rate. Indeed, five scenarios produce standard deviations that are not 

statistically distinguishable from the standard deviation of the observed interest rate: 

bargaining with GDP weights, national representatives and national governors; consensus 

with national representatives and national governors; voting restricted to a nationalist 

executive board; bargaining with equal weights, national representatives and national 

governors; and voting with national representatives and national governors. Six scenarios 

produce a lower than observed volatility of the interest rate: full federalism; voting with 

nationalist governors and a federalist board; a federalist chairman facing nationalist governors 

and a federalist board; bargaining with GDP weights, nationalist governors, and federalist 

board; consensus with nationalist governors and federalist board; and bargaining with equal 

weights, nationalist governors, and a federalist board. The two scenarios involving a 
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nationalist chairman stand out as producing the largest volatilities. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the 

volatility of the simulated interest rate is particularly high in the scenario where a single, 

unchecked nationalist chairman sets the interest rate. 

Table 2 complements Table 1 by providing three selection criteria for each scenario: 

root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and the deviation of first-order 

serial correlation of simulated interest-rate paths from Eonia’s (AC). The RMSE criterion and 

MAE criterion are based on selecting the scenarios that best describe the Eonia interest-rate 

series, which we believe to be a natural and important selection criterion. The AC criterion 

assesses whether the autocorrelation of simulated interest-rate paths is close to Eonia’s first-

order serial correlation coefficient, which exceeds 0.988. Given the high degree of persistence 

observed for Eonia, it could be argued that a scenario’s capacity to generate autocorrelation is 

a desirable property. In our view, this criterion should be considered with caution in the 

present context, because it weighs heavily a scenario’s capacity to produce gridlock, 

regardless of its capacity to accurately predict the Eonia. Therefore, a scenario may perform 

well simply because it generates long periods of status quo, while, when they finally do occur, 

inaccurately predicting the magnitude of changes in the interest rate. 

RMSE and MAE select the same three best-performing scenarios, which are all 

bargaining scenarios. Bargaining with GDP weights where governors and members of the 

Executive Board are nationalist leads to the smallest RMSE and MAE. That scenario 

outperforms the two bargaining scenarios where governors are nationalist and members of the 

board are federalist, which yields similar results regardless of the applied weighting scheme. 
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Table 2: Selection criteria 

Decision rule Preferences RMSE MAE AC 

Full federalism Federalist governors and 
federalist board 

1.25 1.04 0.288 

Chairman dominance Nationalist chairman 
 

2.36 1.85 0.034 

One member one vote Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

1.22 1.13 0.053 

One member one vote Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

1.23 1.04 0.226 

Restricted: One governor 
one vote 

Nationalist governors 1.20 1.11 0.043 

Restricted: One member 
of the board one vote 

Nationalist board 1.20 1.12 0.044 

Consensus Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

1.96 1.33 0.010 

Consensus Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

1.05 0.93 0.044 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

1.34 1.29 0.032 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

0.99 0.90 0.064 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

0.91 0.86 0.028 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

0.99 0.91 0.068 

Chairman Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

1.68 1.43 0.028 

Chairman Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

1.23 1.04 0.247 

 

All three lead to RMSEs and MAEs smaller than 1, which implies that the average 

error is below 1 percentage point. The consensus scenario in which the Executive Board is 

assumed to be federalist also produces a RMSE and a MAE that are lower than 1, and 

therefore ranks fourth according to both scenarios. 

The RMSE and MAE criteria also concur in selecting the same worst three scenarios, 

although in different orders. According to both criteria, the worst scenario is chairman 

dominance when the chairman is nationalist, which leads to a RMSE of 2.36 and an MAE of 

1.85. The consensus scenario with a nationalist Executive Board and nationalist governors is 

next to last according to the RMSE criterion, and second to last according to the MAE 

criterion. It produces a RMSE of 1.96 and a MAE of 1.33. With a RMSE of 1.68 and a MAE 

of 1.43, the scenario in which a nationalist chairman faces a nationalist council is ranked 

second to last according to the MAE criterion and third to last according to the RMSE 
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criterion. Thus, the best and the worst-performing scenarios in our simulations are not 

affected by outliers, which only have some effect on the ranking of scenarios in between. 

The last column of Table 2 shows the deviation of the estimated first-order 

autocorrelations (AC) implied by each scenario from that of actual interest rates. The table 

reveals that Eonia shows greater persistence than any interest-rate series produced by the 

scenarios under consideration. Reflecting the caveat about the usefulness of this criterion 

mentioned above, the scenario that most likely produces a gridlock—the consensus scenario 

in which where all members of the council are assumed nationalist—performs best, with a 

coefficient of autocorrelation that is very close to Eonia’s. It is closely followed by the 

Chairman scenario with nationalist governors and nationalist board member, which also 

produces gridlocks. The bargaining scenario in which members of the council are nationalist 

and have equal bargaining power, the chairman dominance scenario, and the bargaining 

scenario in which members of the council are nationalist and bargaining powers are 

determined by GDP also come close. The three worst-performing scenarios by far are: full 

federalism, a federalist chairman facing nationalist governors and a federal board, and the 

scenario where nationalist governors and a federal board vote.14 The poor performance of the 

scenario in which a federalist chairman faces nationalist governors and a federal board may 

seem initially surprising, because the chairman model can relatively easily produce gridlock. 

However, it can be explained by recalling that gridlocks occur in that model when the 

chairman and the board stand on opposite sides of the status quo. When the chairman is 

federalist, he prefers an interest rate that must, by construction, lie in the middle of the 

governors’ preferred interest rates. The likelihood of a gridlock is therefore small, which, in 

our context, generates low interest-rate persistence. 

Table 3 displays the results of the regressions where the actual interest rate is 

regressed on the simulated interest rate. At least three criteria can be used to compare the 

accuracy of a given scenario: large R-squared (R-squared criterion), constant term equal to 

zero (Abs. const. criterion), and slope coefficient equal to unity (slope criterion). The first 

criterion is the overall fit of each regression as measured by its R-squared. According to that 

criterion, the scenario that performs best is one in which members of the council are all 

nationalist and they set the interest weight by bargaining with equal weights. This one-

national-member–one-weight rule explains more than 80% of the observed variance of the 

                                                           
14 These three scenarios produce first-order autocorrelation parameters that are significantly lower than Eonia’s 

at a 1% level. 
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euro area’s interest rate.15 At the other extreme, three scenarios stand out for their very low R-

squareds. The worst-performing scenario is the full federalist scenario, with an R-squared of 

25%. This is a very interesting finding, as it stands in stark contrast to the official position of 

the ECB, which is that members of the board set interest rates based on the evolution of the 

euro area as a whole. Other badly performing scenarios are: a federalist chairman setting the 

agenda for a federalist board and nationalist governors, and voting when the executive board 

is federalist and the governors are nationalist. The former’s R-squared does not exceed 30%, 

whereas the latter’s remains below 35%. The R-squared of the other scenarios range from 67 

to 79%. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
15 This result may alternatively be interpreted as evidence of a process of deliberation within a non-hierarchical 

committee. We thank an anonymous referee for pointing out this possibility. 
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Table 3: Regression results 

Decision rule Preferences Slope Constant R2 Coefficient = 1 
F(1,94) 

Full federalism Federalist 
governors and 
federalist board 

0.632 
(5.617) 

*** 

0.503 
(1.124) 

0.251 10.7 
*** 

One member 
one vote 

Nationalist 
governors and 
nationalist board 

0.745 
(15.46) 

*** 

-0.0532 
(0.263) 

0.718 28 
*** 

One member 
one vote 

Nationalist 
governors and 
federalist board 

0.731 
(6.990) 

*** 

0.095 
(0.226) 

0.342 6.6 
** 

Restricted: 
One governor 
one vote 

Nationalist 
governors 

0.728 
(15.52) 

*** 

0.0337 
(0.172) 

0.719 34 
*** 

Restricted: One 
member of the 
board one vote 

Nationalist 
board 

0.779 
(16.92) 

*** 

-0.196 
(1.017) 

0.753 23*** 

Consensus Nationalist 
governors and 
nationalist board 

0.805 
(17.48) 

*** 

-0.481 
(2.369) 

** 

0.765 18 
*** 

Consensus Nationalist 
governors and 
federalist board 

0.952 
(13.86) 

*** 

-0.7 
(-2.586) 

** 

0.671 0.49 

Bargaining 
equal weights 

Nationalist 
governors and 
nationalist board 

0.801 
(20.35) 

*** 

-0.428 
(2.485) 

** 

0.815 25 
*** 

Bargaining 
equal weights 

Nationalist 
governors and 
federalist board 

0.956 
(14.53) 

*** 

-0.681 
(2.648) 

*** 

0.692 0.44 

Bargaining 
GDP weights 

Nationalist 
governors and 
nationalist board 

0.896 
(18.17) 

*** 

-0.404 
(2.114) 

** 

0.778 4.43 
** 

Bargaining 
GDP weights 

Nationalist 
governors and 
federalist board 

0.955 
(14.23) 

*** 

-0.68 
(2.592) 

** 

0.683 0.44 

Full chairman 
dominance 

Nationalist 
chairman 

0.338 
(18.58) 

*** 

1.388 
(14.50) 

*** 

0.786 1319 
*** 

Chairman Nationalist 
governors and 
nationalist board 

0.505 
(17.66) 

*** 

0.755 
(5.655) 

*** 

0.768 300 
*** 

Chairman Nationalist 
governors and 
federalist board 

0.682 
(6.329) 

*** 

0.3 
(0.698) 

0.299 8.68 
*** 

Notes: *, **, and *** indicate significance at a level of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; t-values in parentheses. 

 

The second criterion is the value of the estimated constant. A scenario exactly 

replicating the observed interest rate should result in an estimated constant equal to zero. Six 

scenarios perform well according to this criterion because their estimated constant is not 

distinguishable from zero at standard levels of significance: Voting restricted to a nationalist 
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Executive Board, unrestricted voting when all board members are nationalist, voting restricted 

to nationalist governors, unrestricted voting when governors are nationalist and members of 

the board are federalist, a federalist chairman with a federalist board and nationalist 

governors, and full federalism. In the latter scenario, however, the estimated constant is large, 

its insignificance being due to a high standard error.16 

The four scenarios involving bargaining result in constants that are significantly 

negative, implying that the scenarios, on average, tend to overshoot the interest rate. It 

therefore appears that bargaining scenarios tend to overestimate the average interest rate 

regardless of the hypotheses made about the preferences of the members of the ECB’s 

Governing Council, and the same is true for both consensus scenarios. 

Finally, assuming that a fully dominant federalist chairman is an agenda setter in a 

council where members of the Executive Board are federalist and governors are nationalist, 

results in a constant that is significantly positive at the 1% level of significance. Those 

scenarios therefore tend to undershoot the actual interest rate. However, this outcome appears 

to be largely due to the fact that France requested a lower interest rate than other member 

countries. 

Our favourite criterion of this group is the size of the coefficient of the estimated 

interest rate because it measures the relationship between a 1 percentage point change in the 

simulated interest rate and the corresponding change in the real-world rate. A perfect 

simulation should generate a coefficient equal to 1. However, we find that all estimated 

coefficients are smaller than 1, suggesting that the ECB’s behaviour is more cautious than any 

of our simulations imply. Nevertheless, marked differences between various scenarios appear 

and, in the case of three scenarios, we cannot reject the hypothesis that the coefficient is 

statistically equal to unity at any reasonable level of significance: Bargaining with equal 

weights when governors are nationalist and members of the Executive Board are federalist 

leads to the highest coefficient (0.956). This scenario is closely followed by the one where 

nationalist governors and federalist members of the Executive Board bargain using GDP 

weights, with a coefficient of 0.955. The consensus scenario in which members of the board 

are federalist and the governors are nationalist comes close, with a coefficient equal to 0.952. 

The two bargaining scenarios in which all members of the Governing Council are 

nationalist produce coefficients that exceed 0.8, although the scenario assuming GDP weights 

                                                           
16 The residuals of the models in Table 3 show evidence of autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. However, 

employing Newey-West robust standard errors does not change our conclusions. 
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instead of equal weights performs better, with a coefficient of 0.896 instead of 0.801. 

Between them is the consensus scenario in which the entire council is nationalist, which 

produces a coefficient of 0.805. 

Next in line, performance-wise, are the four scenarios in which members of the 

Governing Council are assumed to vote, which show coefficients ranging from 0.728 to 

0.779. The three following scenarios are those involving a chairman and the full federalist 

scenario. Finally, the scenario producing the smallest coefficient is that of full chairman 

dominance. This is intuitively plausible, as, by construction, the situation of any single 

country is more volatile than that of the whole euro area. 

A sorting of the rankings of the ECB Governing Council decision-making scenarios 

according to the various criteria is presented in Table 4. In general, comparing the 

performance of different scenarios suggests that the ranking of most decision rules is robust to 

the assumed preferences of the members of the Executive Board. A tentative interpretation of 

this finding could be that the economic situation in the home countries of the Executive Board 

members is somewhat similar to that of the euro area as a whole. 

Looking at the best-performing scenario across the eight criteria reveals a clear 

winner—the scenario in which members of the council bargain, are all nationalists, and have 

bargaining power reflecting the size of their country in the euro area’s GDP. Not only does 

this scenario have the best arithmetic average and median ranking across all the criteria, it is 

ranked first by four of those criteria: it produces an average interest rate and a standard 

deviation that are the closest to the Eonia’s, and shows a high fit as demonstrated by its low 

RMSE and MAE values. Furthermore, it performs well according to three other criteria, as it 

ranks third in terms of R-squared in bivariate regressions and fourth in terms of the slope 

coefficient. With a rank of 5, it performs better than expected according to the autocorrelation 

criterion, as it clearly outperforms one consensus scenario and one chairman scenario. Table 4 

also shows that the scenario’s median ranking is the best in our set of scenarios and it 

performs well quite consistently, as it has the lowest standard deviation with respect to the 

various rankings. Our finding that the best-performing scenario assumes that the members of 
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the council are nationalist suggests that ‘socialisation’ within the ECB does not lead 

supranational identities to supersede national identities.17 

In terms of average and median ranking, the bargaining scenario with equal weights, 

national governors, and a federalist board performs second best. It ranks first according to the 

slope coefficient in a regression of this scenario’s interest-rate path on Eonia, second in 

respect to both RMSE and MAE, third with regard to its average being close to Eonia’s, and 

fifth in terms of matching Eonia’s standard deviation. However, compared to the bargaining 

scenario with GDP weights that assumes only national preferences, it shows not only a higher 

average and median ranking but also less consistency across the different criteria, as can be 

seen from the much higher standard deviation in the last column of Table 4. 

The relatively good performance of a scenario that assumes governors are nationalist 

whereas members of the Executive Board are federalist can be related to the notion that 

socialisation within an international organization is stronger when individuals are isolated 

from domestic politics, and lower in fragmented organisations.18 Indeed, the Executive Board 

members are directly appointed at the federal level and work at the ECB in Frankfurt on a 

permanent basis. In contrast, national governors are appointed and work in their home 

countries and, generally, only come to the ECB to attend meetings of the Governing Council. 

Therefore, the former are more insulated from domestic politics and less affected by 

fragmentation than the latter. Put differently, national governors are more directly in touch 

with the conditions of their home country than members of the Executive Board.19 

The third-best-performing simulation is yet another bargaining scenario, this time 

assuming GDP weights of Governing Council members, nationalist governors, and a 

                                                           
17 In a different but related context, Hooghe (2005) finds socialisation to be modest with the European 

Commission. Lewis (2005) also reports that, despite the observation of socialisation within the Committee of 

Permanent Representatives (COREPER), no shift of national loyalties or allegiances occurs. Our finding is also 

in line with the notion that socialisation within an organisation is stronger for younger members, as members of 

the council are generally not appointed at the beginning of their careers (Hooghe, 2005). Note that our approach 

does not allow studying the specific form of socialisation that potentially takes place in the Governing Council. 

In particular, it does not allow us to distinguish between what Checkel (2005) terms ‘type I socialisation’, 

whereby members of an organisation learn a role with which they do not necessarily agree and ‘type II 

socialisation’, whereby members of the organisation internalise the norms of the organisation. 
18 Lewis (2005) discusses the role of isolation from domestic politics in the case of the COREPER. The role of 

fragmentation is studied by Hooghe (2005). 
19 However, it must also be stressed that European national central bankers enjoy a very large degree of de jure 

independence, according to the Maastricht Treaty. 
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federalist Executive Board. This scenario performs second best in terms of the slope 

coefficient close to 1 in a regression of its interest-rate path on Eonia, comes second with 

regard to its average interest rate, and it reaches third rank according to RMSE and MAE. 

Both in terms of mean ranking as well as consistency across different criteria, however, it 

clearly lags behind the bargaining scenario that assumes nationalist behaviour throughout. In 

terms of median ranking, it is equal to the consensus scenario with nationalist governors and a 

federalist board. 

5. Robustness checks 

5.1. Mixed identities 

So far, all our scenarios assume that members of the Governing Council embrace 

either national or federal objectives. As discussed in Section 3, this ignores the possibility that 

Governing Council members are characterised by mixed identities To consider ‘marble cake’ 

identities (Risse-Kappen 2010), we study scenarios where preferred interest rates are a mix of 

national and European considerations. More precisely, we assume that the interest that each 

member considers optimal is the simple average of the federal interest rate and the interest 

rate of his/her country of origin. 
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Table 4: Summary of the ranking of scenarios 

Decision rule Preferences 

M
ean 

S
td. dev. 

R
M

S
E

 

M
A

E
 

S
lope 

A
bs(C

onst.) 

R
2 

A
C

 

A
verage rank 

M
edian rank 

S
td. dev. of 
rankings 

Full federalism Federalist governors and 
federalist board 

5 11 10 7 14 12 9 14 10.3 10.5 3.2 

Chairman dominance Nationalist chairman 14 14 14 14 4 14 14 2 11.3 14.0 5.1 

One member one vote Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

10 6 7 10 9 8 2 8 7.5 8.0 2.6 

One member one vote Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

7 12 8 5 12 9 3 12 8.5 8.5 3.4 

Restricted: One governor one 
vote 

Nationalist governors 8 9 5 8 7 10 1 7 6.9 7.5 2.8 

Restricted: One member of the 
board one vote 

Nationalist board 9 3 6 9 8 7 4 6 6.5 6.5 2.2 

Consensus Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

12 2 13 12 1 5 8 5 7.3 6.5 4.7 

Consensus Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

4 8 4 4 6 3 12 11 6.5 5.0 3.5 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

11 4 11 11 3 6 7 1 6.8 6.5 4.0 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

3 5 2 2 10 1 11 9 5.4 4.0 4.0 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

1 1 1 1 5 4 6 3 2.8 2.0 2.1 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

2 7 3 3 11 2 10 10 6.0 5.0 4.0 

Chairman Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

13 13 12 13 2 13 13 4 10.4 13.0 4.6 

Chairman Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

6 10 9 6 13 11 5 13 9.1 9.5 3.2 
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Table 5 reports the descriptive statistics and selection criteria of these scenarios. It 

shows that the ‘bargaining with GDP weights’ scenario still performs well under the 

assumption of mixed preferences. It ranks first in terms of its capacity to replicate the mean of 

the actual interest rate, its root mean square error, and its mean absolute error. It ranks fifth in 

terms of its capacity to replicate the actual standard deviation of the interest rate and seventh 

in terms of its capacity to replicate the Eonia’s degree of autocorrelation. 

 

Table 5: Summary statistics: Mixed identities 

Decision rule Mean Std. dev. RMSE MAE AC 
Eonia 2.98 0.91 - - - 
Chairman dominance 4.31 1.38 1.50 1.34 0.041 
One member one vote 3.99 0.8 1.17 1.07 0.104 
Restricted, One governor one vote 3.98 0.81 1.16 1.06 0.102 
Restricted, One member of the board one vote 3.99 0.79 1.16 1.06 0.097 
Consensus 4 0.74 1.14 1.04 0.029 
Bargaining equal weights 4.08 0.79 1.23 1.13 0.096 
Bargaining GDP weights 3.84 0.75 1.04 0.93 0.103 
Chairman 4.22 1.14 1.35 1.26 0.031 

 

Moreover, scenarios based on mixed identities do not outperform the scenario that was 

found to perform best in the previous section, namely the ‘bargaining with GDP weights’ 

scenario with nationalist preferences. In particular, this scenario performs better in terms of its 

capacity to replicate the mean of the interest rate, root mean square error and mean absolute 

error. It also outperforms all the mixed-preferences scenarios with respect to the 

autocorrelation criterion and is only inferior in terms of the standard deviation criterion. 

Moreover, the ‘bargaining with GDP weights’ scenario based on national preferences is 

superior to the one with mixed preferences on all criteria. 

Table 6 displays the results of the regressions where the actual interest rate is 

regressed on the simulated interest rates. Again, it performs quite well when compared to 

other scenarios assuming mixed preferences. Its slope coefficient cannot be statistically 

distinguished from one at standard levels of significance and, when concentrating on the point 

estimate, it ranks second, after the consensus rule scenario. Moreover, we cannot reject the 

hypothesis that its constant is equal to zero. 
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Table 6: Regression results: Mixed identities 

 
Slope Constant R2 

Coefficient = 1 
F(1,94) 

Chairman dominance 0.584 0.464 0.794 206.79 

 
(20.17)*** (3.232)*** 

 
*** 

One member one vote 0.88 -0.535 0.599 1.87 

 
(10.06)*** (1.449) 

 
 

One governor one vote 0.864 -0.462 0.599 2.7 

 
(10.45)*** (1.324) 

 
 

One member of the board one vote 0.907 -0.643 0.618 1.3 

 
(11.12)*** (1.871)* 

 
 

Consensus 1.024 -1.118 0.706 0.09 

 
(12.8)*** (3.223)***  

 
 

Bargaining equal weights 0.92 -0.779 0.651 0.97 

 
(11.41)*** (2.213)** 

 
 

Bargaining GDP weights 0.933 -0.607 0.59 0.41 

 
(8.908)*** (1.425) 

 
 

Chairman 0.712 -0.0272 0.797 55.04 
(18.33)*** (0.150) 

 
*** 

Note: *, **, and *** indicate significance at a level of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; t-values in parentheses. 

5.2. Taylor rules 

In a next step, we investigate whether our findings are robust to changes in the 

underlying Taylor rules, in particular, whether averaging over three rules is driving our 

results. We compute alternative scenarios solely based on (i) Taylor’s (1993) original rule and 

(ii) the estimates in Eleftheriou et al. (2006). To economise on space, we briefly discuss the 

two variations here, detailed tables are shown in the Appendix. 

Starting with Taylor’s (1993) original rule (see Tables A3 and A4), we find that the 

best performing scenario in terms of average and median ranking is bargaining with equal 

weights, assuming nationalist governors and federalist Executive Board members. The 

consensus scenario with nationalist governors and federalist Executive Board is the second-

best scenario according to its average rank. In terms of median rank, bargaining with GDP 

weights and nationalist governors and federalist board takes the second place. 

Applying Eleftheriou’s et al. (2006) rules (see Tables A5 and A6), suggests that 

bargaining with GDP weights and nationalist governors combined with the assumption of a 

nationalist Executive Board generates the best rankings as measured by the average as well as 

the median. The second place in terms of average ranking goes to the consensus scenario with 

nationalist governors and nationalist Executive Board and in terms of median ranking is taken 
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by a restricted voting scenario, where only governors can vote and we assume that they apply 

nationalist preferences. 

We can further evaluate these additional scenarios by comparing their performance to 

those generated by using the average of the three alternative Taylor rules. The application of 

Taylor’s (1993) original rule generates scenarios that are notably inferior to those based on 

the average of Taylor rules. One exception is the 'constant equal to zero' criterion in terms of 

point estimates, but note that in all scenarios the smallest estimates of the constant term are 

not significantly different from zero. In contrast, Eleftheriou’s et al. (2006) rules perform 

better than the average of the three rules. However, the average of the three rules dominates 

with respect to capturing Eonia’s autocorrelation and, rather strongly, in terms of coefficient 

of determination when explaining Eonia by the simulated interest rates. 

All in all, we find that the dominance of the bargaining scenarios is maintained even 

when considering single Taylor rules rather than an average of three Taylor rules. Moreover, 

the weak performance of Taylor’s (1993) original rule can be interpreted as suggesting that 

the application of the same rule to all EMU countries cannot be recommended.  

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we inquire into how the ECB makes monetary policy decisions for the euro 

area. Given that there is no public information about how the ECB Governing Council makes 

decisions, we rely on a set of counterfactuals. Using Taylor rules estimated for the pre-euro 

period, we derive 14 interest-rate scenarios that vary with respect to the underlying decision 

rules and the assumed preferences of the members of the Governing Council. Five types of 

rules are considered: voting, consensus, bargaining, full chairman dominance, and voting with 

a chairman. We apply these rules to three sets of assumed preferences: a fully federalist 

Governing Council, a federalist Executive Board facing national governors in the Governing 

Council, and a fully nationalist Governing Council. Using a series of criteria, we assess how 

well each of the scenarios matches Eonia. Four main conclusions can be drawn. 

First, the scenario that performs best is the one in which individual members of the 

Governing Council follow national objectives and bargain over interest-rate setting based on 

weights derived from their country’s share in the euro area’s GDP. This scenario produces a 

mean interest rate closest to the average of Eonia, with the lowest standard deviation around 

that mean. It also generates the smallest prediction errors measured by both RMSE and MAE. 
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It even outperforms, in terms of its capacity to reproduce the observed interest rate’s 

persistence, scenarios that yield periods of status quo. 

Second, scenarios in which it is assumed that the members of the Governing Council 

bargain over interest rates generally perform better than scenarios in which it is assumed that 

decisions are made by consensus or by using various voting rules. This finding suggests that 

actual behaviour does not match that mandated in the ECB statutes, which stipulate that the 

Governing Council should make its decisions using a simple majority vote. The finding also 

throws some doubt on the ECB’s official position that all its decisions are based on 

consensus. Note that this does not necessarily imply that voting takes place in practice or that 

bargaining in the Governing Council makes it look like a market place. Instead, our results are 

consistent with a working of the Governing Council where the decision that is accepted by all 

its members is reached under the threat of potentially tougher negotiation as the outside 

option. What our results do imply is that decisions made by the Governing Council look like 

they were the outcome of bargaining. 

Third, scenarios in which the ECB president plays a key role generally perform 

poorly. These scenarios are especially outperformed by scenarios assuming collective 

decision-making procedures, whether by way of bargaining or through consensus. 

Finally, scenarios in which all members of the Governing Council are assumed to 

pursue Euro-area-wide objectives are dominated by scenarios in which decisions are made 

collectively by a council consisting, at least partly, of members pursuing national objectives. 

This finding is also at odds with the ECB’s official mandate that members of the Governing 

Council are to implement policies that best meet the needs of the euro area as a whole. It is, 

however, in line with previous studies that have unveiled regional influences in the United 

States, the euro area and in other European institutions. 

Note that these conclusions are robust to considering the possibility that Governing 

Council members exhibit mixed or ‘marble cake’ identities (Risse-Kappen 2010), where they 

combine nationalist with federalist preferences. Moreover, our results neither depend on 

averaging several Taylor rules, as bargaining performs strongly using individual rules too. 

Finally, applying Taylor’s (1993) original rule to all EMU member countries generates 

noticeably inferior scenarios, which suggests that country-specific rules provide a better fit 

with actual interest rate setting. 

In this paper, our sole aim was to discover how decisions are actually made in the 

Governing Council. A promising avenue for extending this research would be to determine 
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whether the ECB’s decision-making process changed when membership in the EU increased 

from twelve to seventeen members. In all rigour, our results only apply to 1999-2006. If we 

nevertheless extrapolate them out of sample, they suggest little impact of enlargement, as the 

economic size of more recent members (Slovenia, Cyprus, Malta, Slovakia, and Estonia) 

tends to be small. 

Of course, decision rules may have changed after enlargement. For instance, Sturm 

and Wollmershäuser (2008) report that between 1999 and 2006 small states had an 

overproportional influence compared to their size. The increase in the number of small 

economies could have shifted the decision rule away from the ‘bargaining with GDP weights’ 

rule that performed best in our simulations. 

Whether our results can be extrapolated also depends on the effect of the rotating rule, 

when (or if) it becomes applicable. Benasssy-Quéré and Turkisch (2009) simulate interest rate 

setting under the rotation mechanism in an enlarged euro area. They find that to the rotation 

mechanism has very little impact on the decisions made by the Governing Council, because 

the interest rate favoured by the median member is always close to the preference of the 

Executive Board. However, how exactly the rotation mechanism would affect the informal 

decision process in the Governing Council is mainly speculation at this point in time. 

Another fruitful avenue for future research would be to derive the normative 

implications of the decision structures observed here. Finally, throughout the paper, we have 

assumed a framework, where members of the Governing Council have well-defined 

objectives and access to the same information set about the state of the European economies. 

Dropping this assumption would allow for a potentially richer description of decision making 

in the Governing Council. It would open the possibility of investigating the role of 

information manipulation as well as deliberation and debate. Possibly, the good performance 

of bargaining scenarios may be due to the way information is processed and shared inside the 

Governing Council. In the meantime, we hope that our findings will stimulate and guide those 

investigations. 
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Appendix 

 

Table A1: Nationalities and identities of the Executive Board members 

 
President Vice-President Member Member Member Member 

As of January 
1999 

Dutch 
(Willem Duisenberg) 

French 
(Christian Noyer) 

Spanish 
(Solans) 

Finnish 
(Sirkka Hämäläinen) 

German 
(Otmar Issing) 

Italian 
(Tommaso Padoa-

Schioppa) 

As of June 2002 
Dutch 

(Willem Duisenberg) 
Greek 

(Lucas Papademos) 

Spanish 
(Eugenio Domingo 

Solans) 

Finnish 
(Sirkka Hämäläinen) 

German 
(Otmar Issing) 

Italian 
(Tommaso Padoa-

Schioppa) 

As of June 2003 
Dutch 

(Willem Duisenberg) 
Greek 

(Lucas Papademos) 

Spanish 
(Eugenio Domingo 

Solans) 

Austrian 
(Gertrude Tumpel-

Guggerell) 

German 
(Otmar Issing) 

Italian 
(Tommaso Padoa-

Schioppa) 

As of November 
2003 

French 
(Jean-Claude Trichet) 

Greek 
(Lucas Papademos) 

Spanish 
(Eugenio Domingo 

Solans) 

Austrian 
(Gertrude Tumpel-

Guggerell) 

German 
(Otmar Issing) 

Italian 
(Tommaso Padoa-

Schioppa) 

As of June 2004 
French 

(Jean-Claude Trichet) 
Greek 

(Lucas Papademos) 
Spanish 

(González-Páramo) 

Austrian 
(Gertrude Tumpel-

Guggerell) 

German 
(Otmar Issing) 

Italian 
(Tommaso Padoa-

Schioppa) 

As of June 2005 
French 

(Jean-Claude Trichet) 
Greek 

(Lucas Papademos) 

Spanish 
(José González-

Páramo) 

Austrian 
(Gertrude Tumpel-

Guggerell) 

German 
(Otmar Issing) 

Italian 
(Lorenzo Bini 

Smaghi) 

As of June 2006 
French 

(Jean-Claude Trichet) 
Greek 

(Lucas Papademos) 

Spanish 
(José González-

Páramo) 

Austrian 
(Gertrude Tumpel-

Guggerell) 

German 
(Jürgen Stark) 

Italian 
(Lorenzo Bini 

Smaghi) 
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Table A2: Underlying national Taylor rules  

Country Source Temporal specification Original constant Adjusted constant Beta Gamma 

Austria Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 2.5 0.76 1.26 0.31 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) forward inflation t+6 2.88 1.52 0.88 0.48 

Belgium Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 2.76 0.82 1.23 0.21 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) contemporary 1.53 -0.08 1.68 0.97 

Finland Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 3.01 0.72 1.28 0.39 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) contemporary 2.16 1.26 1.01 0 

France Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 3.04 0.06 1.61 0.31 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) forward inflation t+12 3.35 -0.44 1.86 0.47 

Germany Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 2.56 0.78 1.25 0.32 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) contemporary 2.92 1.8 0.74 0.69 

Greece Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

   

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) forward inflation t+6 
5.62 

 0.52 1.38 0.45 

Ireland Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 6.3 1.06 1.11 0.28 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) contemporary 5.95 2.72 0.28 0.08 

Italy Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 0.27 -0.46 1.87 0.25 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) contemporary -0.73 -1.12 2.2 0.87 

Luxembourg Taylor(1993)  

Hayo (2007)  
see Belgium 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006)  
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Table A2: Underlying Taylor Rules, continued 

Netherlands Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 -0.82 -2.7 2.99 0.85 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) contemporary 0.95 0.52 1.38 0.02 

Portugal Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 -1.67 0.38 1.45 2.18 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) contemporary 3.71 1.62 0.83 -1.3 

Spain Taylor(1993) contemporary 1 1.5 0.5 

Hayo (2007) forward inflation t+12 5.23 1.36 0.96 0.19 

Eleftheriou et al. (2006) contemporary -1.34 -0.12 1.7 1.25 
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Table A3: Summary statistics: Taylor’s (1993) original rule 

Decision rule Preferences Mean Standard 
deviation 

RMSE MAE AC 

Full federalism Federalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.91 0.72 1.24 1.04 -0.285 

Chairman dominance Nationalist chairman 5.3 2.12 2.77 2.34 -0.021 
One member one vote Nationalist governors 

and nationalist board 
4.42 1.03 1.58 1.49 -0.076 

One member one vote Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

4.06 0.82 1.30 1.14 -0.176 

Restricted: One governor 
one vote 

Nationalist governors 4.4 1.07 1.57 1.48 -0.064 

Restricted: One member 
of the board one vote 

Nationalist board 4.44 1 1.62 1.52 -0.0679 

Consensus Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

4.48 0.97 1.65 1.53 -0.0188 

Consensus Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

4.1 0.8 1.28 1.17 -0.0495 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

4.63 1.1 1.77 1.69 -0.0513 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

4.06 0.85 1.28 1.16 -0.070 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

4.14 0.98 1.37 1.27 -0.0675 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

4.06 0.85 1.28 1.16 -0.0724 

Chairman Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

4.75 1.36 1.96 1.77 -0.03043 

Chairman Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

3.97 0.74 1.25 1.05 -0.2095 

Table A4: Regressions: Taylor’s (1993) original rule 

Decision rule Preferences Slope Constant R2 Coefficient = 1 
F(1, 94) 

Full federalism Federalist governors and  0.632 0.503 0.251 10.66 

 federalist board (5.617)*** 1.124  
Chairman dominance Nationalist chairman 0.336 1.196 0.617 590.03 

  (12.31)*** (7.676)***  
One member one vote Nationalist governors and  0.677 -0.0119 0.596 31.68 

 nationalist board (11.78)*** -0.0458  
One member one vote Nationalist governors and  0.72 0.0534 0.421 10.32 

 federalist board (8.260)*** -0.148  
Restricted: One governor 
one vote 

Nationalist governors 0.668 0.0376 0.625 
38.64 

  (12.51)*** -0.156  
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Restricted: One member 
of the board one vote 

Nationalist board 0.664 0.0298 0.534 
27.63 

  (10.38)*** -0.102  
Consensus Nationalist governors and  0.686 -0.0938 0.539 23.01 

 nationalist board (10.47)*** (-0.313)  
Consensus Nationalist governors and  0.844 -0.483 0.559 4.09 

 federalist board (10.91)*** (-1.493)  
Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors and  0.668 -0.113 0.655 44.08 

 nationalist board (13.35)*** (-0.477)  
Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors and 

federalist board 
0.743 -0.0433 0.491 

10.79 

  (9.522)*** (-0.134)  
Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors and  0.645 0.312 0.49 27.41 

 nationalist board (9.504)*** -1.081  
Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors and  0.744 -0.044 0.487 10.51 

 federalist board (9.444)*** (-0.135)  
Chairman Nationalist governors and  0.523 0.493 0.617 125.90 

 nationalist board (12.32)*** (2.351)**  
Chairman Nationalist governors and  0.711 0.155 0.336 7.86 

 federalist board (6.896)*** -0.372   
Notes: *, **, and *** indicate significance at a level of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; t-values in parentheses. 
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Table A5: Summary statistics: Taylor rule based on Eleftheriou et al. (2006) 

  Mean Standard 
deviation 

RMSE MAE AC 

Full federalism Federalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.91 0.72 1.24 1.04 -0.285 

Chairman dominance Nationalist chairman 4 1.74 1.63 1.28 -0.027 
One member one vote Nationalist governors and 

nationalist board 
3.63 0.75 0.85 0.74 -0.096 

One member one vote Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.87 0.71 1.17 0.99 -0.269 

Restricted: One governor 
one vote 

Nationalist governors 3.59 0.69 0.81 0.71 -0.087 

Restricted: One member of 
the board one vote 

Nationalist board 3.78 0.96 1.02 0.89 -0.072 

Consensus Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

3.65 0.78 0.94 0.79 -0.020 

Consensus Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.68 0.61 0.89 0.77 -0.047 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

3.81 0.83 0.98 0.91 -0.049 

Bargaining equal weights Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.7 0.8 0.89 0.81 -0.050 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

3.61 0.95 0.81 0.76 -0.030 

Bargaining GDP weights Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.7 0.8 0.91 0.82 -0.053 

Chairman Nationalist governors and 
nationalist board 

3.89 1.29 1.27 1.01 -0.021 

Chairman Nationalist governors and 
federalist board 

3.9 0.71 1.21 1.02 -0.283 
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Table A6: Regressions: Taylor rule based on Eleftheriou et al. (2006) 

Decision rule Preferences Slope Constant R2 Coefficient = 1 
F(1, 94) 

Full federalism Federalist governors 
and federalist board 

0.632 0.503 0.251 10.66 

  (5.617)*** 1.124   
Chairman dominance Nationalist chairman 0.368 1.506 0.498 275.41 
  (9.661)*** (9.072)***   
One member one 
vote 

Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

0.962 -0.517 0.637 0.26 

  (12.84)*** (-1.861)*   
One member one 
vote 

Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

0.732 0.148 0.331 6.22 

  (6.817)*** -0.35   
Restricted: One 
governor one vote 

Nationalist governors 1.056 -0.811 0.65 0.49 

  (13.22)*** (-
2.779)*** 

  

Restricted: One 
member of the board 
one vote 

Nationalist board 0.721 0.254 0.584 19.7 

  (11.49)*** -1.037   
Consensus Nationalist governors 

and nationalist board 
0.819 -0.0107 0.493 4.48 

  (9.569)*** (-0.0334)   
Consensus Nationalist governors 

and federalist board 
1.193 -1.417 0.64 4.39 

  (12.94)*** (-
4.115)*** 

  

Bargaining equal 
weights 

Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

0.882 -0.38 0.659 3.22 

  (13.47)*** (-1.489)   
Bargaining equal 
weights 

Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

0.913 -0.396 0.652 1.59 

  (13.26)*** (-1.521)   
Bargaining GDP 
weights 

Nationalist governors 
and nationalist board 

0.805 0.0738 0.719 14017 

  (15.53)*** -0.381   
Bargaining GDP 
weights 

Nationalist governors 
and federalist board 

0.912 -0.395 0.642 1.59 

  (12.98)*** (-1.485)   
Chairman Nationalist governors 

and nationalist board 
0.507 1.006 0.522 97.15 

  (10.14)*** (4.914)***   
Chairman Nationalist governors 

and federalist board 
0.68 0.328 0.286 8.32 

  (6.143)*** -0.748   
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Figure A1: National Taylor rules 
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Figure A2: Interest rates produced by alternative scenarios 
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